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TAble Of COnTenTS

lIve TheATre IS An 
ACTIve experIenCe!

Ground Rules:
as members of the audience, you play an important part 
in the success of a theatrical performance. Please review 
the following theatre rules with your students prior to your 
LKtyP visit.

• Food, drinks, candy and gum are not permitted in the theatre. 
• LKtyP is a nut-free zone. Many children have severe life-

threatening allergies; no PeanutS or nut products 
may be brought to our theatre.

• no electronic devices are permitted in the theatre be-
cause they affect our sound system. Photography, audio 
and video recording during a performance is prohibited  
by the canadian theatre agreement. 

• Students are not permitted to leave the theatre unless 
they are accompanied by an adult.

Theatre is a two-way exchange:
actors are thrilled when the audience is engaged and 
responsive. We want you to laugh, cheer, clap and really 
enjoy your time at the theatre. However, please be 
considerate audience members. talking, whispering and 
excessive movement during a live performance is distracting 
for the actors, and disruptive for other audience members.

enhance your visit by encouraging your students to look at 
different aspects of the production. Before the show, identify 
tasks for your class.  Have one group of students looking at the 
set, another listening for the music and sound effects, a third 
watching the lighting and a fourth, the costumes. compare 
notes after the show about what they observed. your students 
will be more informed and they’ll be surprised by how much 
they noticed.  ask them to be prepared with one question 
for the actors after the show. Brainstorm with them about 
possible topics to get the most out of the experience!

eDucatIon Partners

season Partner

additional support for our Study Guides is generously
provided by the J.P. Bickell Foundation.
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The STUDy GUIDeThematic Overview

STrAnDS AnD CUrrICUlUm COnneCTIOnS 

DYNAMO THÉÂTRE:
A HISTORY FILLED WITH MOVEMENT

In 1981, a group of montreal artists decided to establish 
a company whose aim would be use acrobatics, juggling, 
clown and mask work to script dramatic works. the 
company’s early productions included sketches, like the 
ones presented in circuses. however, the group wanted to 
go beyond the physical performance and create full-length 
dramatic productions. this is how Dynamo théâtre began. 
In an art form such as this, not only does the storyline need 
to be developed—like in most plays—but a unique physical 
vocabulary needs to be invented. Finding movements that 
convey the feeling and make the events meaningful is the 
key. With each new production, the creative team comes 
up with and orchestrates movements that have meaning, 
feeling, drive and virtuosity. they are, in fact, recreating 
the links with the script, the lights, the music and the set 
design. Production after production, the company deepens 
the meaning and scope of acrobatic movement. From Circus 
to Mur-Mur(The Wall) to me me me..., over one million 
spectators over the world have had the opportunity of 
attending one of Dynamo theatre’s performances.

currIcuLum connectIons: non-Verbal communication, movement skills

In addition to Drama         and Language arts       , Thrice Upon a Time... directly relates to student development in the 
areas of:

character DeVeLoPment connectIons: teamwork, co-operation, Perseverance

A

the arts: Drama, music, Dance and Visual arts – creating Presenting and Performing, exploring Forms and 
cultural contexts, reflecting, responding and analyzing, movement skills.

Language: non-verbal cues, non-Verbal communication.

A

L

scIence anD technoLogy: understanding structures and mechanisms.ST 

L

l-r: hugues sarra-bournet, jean-françois guilbault, 
andréanne joubert | photo : yves st-jean
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The COmpAny

GlOSSAry

SynOpSIS

The Cast

Creative Team

Backstage The DynamO Théâtre Team

the monkey
Lonely-girl/Witch

Lad
Percussionist

Thrice Upon a Time... is a modern-day fable. this move-
ment and image production tells of the courage of children 
in a forbidding world. no sooner was the young boy barely 
born than he was dropped on a mysterious island and had 
to venture into an unknown forest. he will encounter the 

monkey who will ask his help in overcoming an insatiable 
Witch. thanks to a small act of courage, the Lad will show 
the monkey and the Lonely girl that any act, however 
insignificant, can overcome great obstacles when combined 
with that of others.

script:
Dramaturgical support:

Directing:

set, costume and Prop design:
music:

Lighting:
makeup:

stage manager and 
assistant Director:

technician:

co-artistic Directors: 

general manager:
touring and market Development:

Development agent:
communications:

secretary:

Design and creation 
of the Pupppet:

Performer research team:

Hugues Sarra-Bournet
Andréanne Joubert
Jean-François Guilbault
Jean-François Pednô

Jacqueline Gosselin
Louis-Dominique Lavigne
Robert Dion 
and Jacqueline Gosselin
Pierre-Étienne Locas
Jean-François Pednô
Erwann Bernard
Suzanne Trépanier

Joëlle Tougas
TBD

Jacqueline Gosselin 
and Yves Simard
Pierre Leclerc
François Sammarco
Marta Candia
Maurice Roy
Nicole Lemire

Marie-Michèle Mailloux
Tom Cholot, 
Hubert Lemire, 
Sandrine Mérette, 
Steeve Munger, 
Frédéric Nadeau

a combination of sounds used to create an atmosphere or enhance important moments of a scene. 
students work as a group to agree on and produce the desired sound effects, using voice and/or 
instruments. this strategy requires careful listening as well as group cooperation. 

the reading or reciting of a text by a group. Preparation for a performance may involve interpretation 
of the text; experimentation with language, rhythm, volume, pace, and different numbers of voices; 
and rehearsal.

a group of silent, motionless figures used to represent a theme, scene, or abstract idea (e.g.; joy, peace), 
or an important moment in a narrative. tableaux may be presented as stand-alone images to com-
municate one’s specific message or may be used to achieve particular effects in a longer drama work. 
Important features of a tableau include character, space, gesture, facial expressions, and levels.(arts 
curriculum, p. 172).

the words in the glossary appear in blue throughout the study guide.

Soundscape:

Choral Speaking:

Tableau:
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The InTerpreTATIOn

the set design is always based on the special needs of the production. For Thrice Upon a Time..., 
the set designer, Pierre-étienne Locas, imagined a space that provided many devices that enhanced 
movements.

He designed
• a floor and a ceiling on which poles can be fixed.
• a floor fitted with three trap doors in which the performers can appear and disappear
• a curtain running on a track that can even go in front of the stage
• openings on the three sides of the floor

FLoor traPs

ProscenIum

oPenIng

curtaIn on a track

stage rIght stage rIght

oPenIng

Set design

l-r: hugues sarra-bournet, jean-françois 
guilbault | photo : yves st-jean
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UnITS Of STUDy pre-ShOw: All GrADeS

this is the musician’s setup for the various musical instruments he uses during a performance.

By participating in pre-show activities, students will:
• be able to translate into movement sequences a variety of images and ideas from other classroom 

subjects, including the arts.
• be able to use dance as a language to represent the main ideas in poems and stories, with a focus 

on the body and space.
• identify some vocal effects, including tone, pace, pitch and volume, and use them appropriately, 

and with sensitivity towards cultural differences, to help communicate their meaning.
• identify some non-verbal cues, including facial expression, gestures and eye contact, and use them 

in oral communications, appropriately. 

1. marimba
2. Drumsticks
3. spring drum
4. Wood blocks
5. chinese opera gong
6. Piccolo snare drum

7. roto-tons
8. Floor tom
9. Water pan
10. Water phone
11. triangle
12. Wooden drum

13. ocean drum
14. string drum
15. Foliage (woodpecker)
16. Whistle imitating a bird singing

3

4

6

7

2

1114

5

12

16

13

10

9

8

Instruments

Curriculum Expectations

photo : yves st-jean

1

15
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pre-ShOw QUeSTIOnS: All GrADeS
In this modern tale, courage is central.

• What is courage? 
• Do only heroes have it? can children be courageous?
• What does it feel like to be courageous? What happens to the body when courage is needed? 
• What happens to the body when one feels courageous?

there once was a young lad
neither brave nor even bold
there once was a young lad

brave he was not let it be told!

Perched high on top of the world
Should I be born he’s wondering
Into the dark sea he is hurled

struck by double bolts of lightning
The Lad is now a castaway
on a coco-tree filled island
a castaway and now a prey

for any mean beast that walks on land
 d

there once was a young lad
neither brave nor even bold
there once was a young lad

brave he was not let it be told!

Squeaks and screeches are heard suddenly
and a great ape jumps into action

friendly but conceited mostly
from proud Manchurian extraction

Once introduced he says
their main challenge is surviving
safe shelter hunting and eating
Monkey orders and Lad obeys

 d

there once was a proud monkey
who came from a land faraway
there once was a proud monkey

and a young lad in dismay

The proud ape shares his plan or so
“A very mean Witch I must slay
She pursues me and means today
to swallow me whole head to toe!”
And the apprehensive young boy
listens to the Monkey who asks:
would you please act as a decoy

when the Witch carries out her task?
 d

there once was a proud monkey
who came from a land faraway
there once was a proud monkey

and a young lad in dismay

And the eager Monkey goes on
“She slaughtered the King of Monkey

and all his noble ancestry
Of the proud line I am the last one!

I would be unable alone
to turn this creature into stone!”
So he asks for a helping hand
to ensure victory as planned!

 d

there once was tell me however
the proud monkey and the young lad

there once was and the bright young lad
was quick, smart and mostly clever

Mystery looms everywhere
Coco trees turn into bamboos

The Monkey first sets up the ruse
then the hungry Witch out of nowhere
steps in the trap and then is caught

The young Lad now... makes her talk and talk

“Never will you rob me of life
You must first find my heart so dear

and remove it with a long knife”
The Witch roars with laughter and sneers

“Never will you find my dear heart
It is so far away from here

in a small chest I hold so dear
in a pit that is deep and dark!”

The Monkey strikes her with his spear
The Witch takes off and disappears!

 d

there once was once twice thrice there was
the young lad more daring by now

there once was once twice thrice there was
and more courage than a macau

The perceptive young Lad finds out
where the chest is hidden away

He outsmarted the Witch beyond doubt
and very proudly shows the way

for one not as overbearing
What amazing magic is this?

“Bamboo now becomes a cactus!”
Adds the Lad who was so caring

 d

there once was once and twice and thrice
the young lad the monkey… mister

there once was once and twice and thrice
why not stop and take a breather.

They come across a mystery
a lament so very lonely

Hear the Lonely Girl the keeper
forced to guard a chest forever
It holds the Witch’s evil heart

beneath the Earth so deep and dark
If not, the Witch won’t hesitate
to change her into shark bait!

 d

there once was once and twice and thrice
the girl, the lad and the monkey

three of them once and twice and thrice
on this strange isle not as lonely

The Lonely Girl recounts a tale
of two children so young and frail

akin to that of young Hänsel
and his baby sister Gretel

“My brother was not as lucky”
The Witch ate him up she explained

“With the Witch I was and remained
terrorized under lock and key!”

 d

not once there was but rather thrice!
for three they are and roll the dice

with courage enough for many
with courage enough for all three!

so more than once there was yes thrice!

Monkey explains that in a while
they must destroy a heart so vile

Lonely Girl must help them indeed
It’s the only way to succeed

else they shall all perish and die
Lonely Girl accepts - is she mad?

Only two choices apply
“Till death or freedom come good-bye”

 d

(continued)
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pOST-ShOw UnIT: All GrADeS

By participating in post-show activities, students will:
• use movement as a language to explore and communicate ideas derived from a variety of literature 

sources.
• plan and shape the direction of the drama or role play by collaborating with others to develop 

ideas, both in and out of role.
• demonstrate an understanding of the element of role by selectively using some other elements of 

drama to build belief in a role and establish its dramatic context.
• engage in dramatic play and role play, with a focus on exploring themes, ideas, characters and is-

sues from imagination or in stories from diverse communities, times and places.

Create your Own Quest

Directions:
• First, divide the class into groups of 4 or 5.
• each group is responsible for creating a journey of their own using different elements from Thrice 

Upon a Time...

play the hand that fate Deals you... 

Just as fate largely shapes a hero’s quest, so will fate shape each groups’ journey.
• each group will receive 3 “Fortune tellers” (see page 10).
• the first “Fortune teller” will be made up of characters from the play  

(the girl, Witch, monkey and Lad). 
• Whichever character is revealed is the protagonist of your groups’ story.

Curriculum Expectations

Note:

The character does not have to be the exact same as the character in the play.

Eg. if a group gets the Witch- they may change it to any witch they would like.

Directions:
• Divide students into four groups and give each group two lines of the text.
• have students create a short scene incorporating a tableau, soundscape, and choral speaking of the text.
Extension: 
using the poem on pages 7 and 8, use different stanzas or the whole poem and create a performance.

not once there was but rather thrice!
for three they are and roll the dice

with courage enough for many
with courage enough for all three!

so more than once there was yes thrice

The three venture down the crevice
The eager young Lad leads the way

He digs the chest out of the clay
passes it to his accomplice

but he loses his hold and falls
disappearing down the abyss

Monkey crushes the veins and all
this heart so mean and selfish.

Die you Witch, die you evil one!
The mean Witch now gone forever

In any form whatsoever!

For the Lad bitter tears were shed
by Monkey not as conceited
and Lonely Girl not as lonely

Here ends the story for the three
on futile efforts … at what cost!
So many lives wasted and lost
including that of a young man

for whom courage was the game plan.

And the young Lad now all alone
on the edge of a world unknown

dreams and hopes… maybe… maybe then…
of returning to Earth again

with more courage than many men.

And throughout… he wonders…
“If a drop of courage and nerve
can grow and multiply threefold
can it not at some point in time

tell a tale exceedingly bold
for instance “Thrice upon a time…”

h Jacqueline Gosselin
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• once the protagonist is chosen, as a group, have students decide on their hero’s specific quest. 
What is the goal of his/her journey? What is he/she trying to achieve?  

• next, the “Fortune teller” will reveal four different locations from the play (the sky, the island, 
the cave and the ocean). start with one location and, as the story progresses open different sides 
of the “Fortune teller” when you need another location …but remember, they are always revealed 
by the “Fortune teller”.  

• Last, the third “Fortune teller” will have four objects that will help the hero along the way (a key, 
a map, a tool and a trap). Whenever the hero is in trouble, the group can open one of the sides of 
the “Fortune teller” to reveal an object that he/she can use. the object will help shape the quest.

Once your quest is created...

• each group must show their quest through 6 tableaux.   
• each tableau will reveal parts of the journey. make sure to include crucial moments where the 

protagonist travels to various locations and uses various tools. 
• take your class on a journey: Perform the quests for the class. 

Extension: 
• choose a piece of music that suggests the theme of “quest” and play it as the students perform 

their tableaux.

Able to work within a group

Willingness to participate

Ability to demonstrate meaning 
through accurate expressions, 

gestures, and actions

Preparation

1 2 3 4

rUbrIC

student has 

partially worked 

within a group

student never 

participates in the 

activities

student partially 

conveys accurate 

meaning through his/

her expressions, 

gestures, and actions

student is never 

prepared for group 

work and/or 

rehearsal

student has 

moderately worked 

within a group

student rarely 

participates in the 

activities

student moderately 

conveys accurate 

meaning through his/

her expressions, 

gestures, and actions

student is rarely 

prepared for group 

work and/or 

rehearsal

student has time after 

time worked within a 

group

student usually 

participates in the 

activities

student consistently 

conveys accurate 

meaning through his/

her expressions, 

gestures, and actions

student is usually 

prepared for group 

work and/or 

rehearsal

student has thoroughly 

worked within a 

group

student always 

participates in the 

activities

student effectively 

conveys accurate 

meaning through his/

her expressions, 

gestures, and actions

student is always 

prepared for group 

work and/or 

rehearsal
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fOrTUne Teller OUTlIne

1. cut out the square above around the dotted lines.
2. Valley fold paper from corner to corner, making a triangle.
3. Valley fold the triangle from corner to corner, making a smaller triangle.
4. unfold.
5. Fold the four corners to the center of the square (where the X crosses)
6. Flip paper over.
7. Fold the four corners to the centre of the square (where the X crosses)
8. Fold and unfold the bottom edge of the square up to the top.
9. Fold and unfold the left edge of the square over to the right.
10. Push the four corners of your square into the center and then slide 4 fingers into the flaps of your fortune teller.

1 2
6 5

8

7

3

4
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Arts Impact: Making a difference in the lives of students

LktyP is proud to have Great-West Life, London Life and Canada Life as lead sponsors for its arts Impact 
programme, which provides opportunities for schools in low-income areas of toronto to participate in quality arts  
education. arts Impact’s goal is to deepen students’ understanding of theatre, allowing them to be inspired by the  
material presented on stage and to think in ways that challenge their own perceptions. 

Connections: Addressing the pattern of poverty

there is empirical evidence that children who live in poverty are at greater risk of dropping 
out of school. studies have also proven that exposure to the arts improves scholastic abil-
ity and attendance. thanks to the generosity of CIBC Children’s Foundation, LktyP 
can offer special subsidized tickets to qualifying schools.

LKTYP would like to acknowledge and thank Pat McCarthy for her expertise and advice on this season’s study guides.

25 Years

CIBC Children’s Foundation

theatre is, for me, an art form that tells me something about myself or gets me thinking about the 
world in which I live. 

Whether going to the theatre as a reviewer or simply an audience member, I think that watching a play 
is an emotional experience and not just an intellectual one. I always let a show wash over me, letting it 
touch my feelings, and only later, after the show, do I try to analyze those feelings. 

that’s when I start to think about some of the basic questions you ask when you’re writing a review – 
what did I see (story, characters, themes); how did I respond to what I saw; what parts of the 
production (script, performances, direction, design and possibly other elements) made me feel and 
think what I did; why was I supposed to respond in that fashion? 

When you go to the theatre to review, take a few notes during a show if you feel comfortable doing so, 
but don’t spend your time writing the review during the show; you’ll miss what’s happening onstage.

Writing a review doesn’t mean providing a plot summary. that’s only part of the job; you have to 
discuss your reaction to what you saw and try to explore some of the reasons for that reaction.    

I don’t believe that there’s any such thing as a totally objective piece of criticism. We are all individuals, 
bringing our own backgrounds, experiences and beliefs to a production. In some fashion, every one of 
us sitting in the theatre is a critic, no matter whether we’re writing a review or not; we all react to and 
form judgments about what we see on the stage. 

When I go to a production, I always keep in mind that the people involved in putting it on have worked 
long and hard – weeks, months, sometimes years – getting it onto the stage. even if I have problems 
with the result, it’s important to respect the efforts that went into the show. 

Jon Kaplan is senior theatre writer at NOW Magazine, where he’s worked for the past 29 years.

revIewInG A plAy 
Jon Kaplan’s Introduction to Student reviewers



LORRAINE KIMSA 
THEATRE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
(formerly young Peoples theatre) is 
the largest theatre for young aud-
ences (tya) company in canada and 
a significant institution in the canadian
professional theatre community. 
over our 44-year history we have 
produced many of the most important 
works that now form the canon of 

plays for young audiences in this country. at the heart 
of founder susan rubes’ idea for young Peoples theatre 
(yPt) was a belief that children deserve a theatre of their 
own – with resources and standards no lesser than those 
for adults. she believed – as we do today – that young 
people deserve good theatre because theatre is good for 
young people.

through the communal experience of the theatre we create 
for them, children can receive indications of what is impor-
tant, funny, trivial; positive, negative, wrong, right, rightish, 
wrongish; frightening, reassuring, empowering, unavoidable; 
familiar, new, eternal …. We strongly believe that even 
through the most playful of plays, we are speaking powerfully 
to children about the community and the world in which 
they live.

therefore, at the centre of the artistic policy of LktyP is 
a desire to have a positive and lasting impact on the emo-
tional, social, and intellectual development of young people. 

We want children to be imprinted with experiences that 
will increase their access to the world, in order for them 
to grow into the unique and wonderful people they were 
born to be. to do this, our programming is drawn from 
the world classics of children’s stories, from contemporary 
works, from the new plays we develop, and from produc-
tions showcasing the most innovative and accomplished 
theatre for young audiences by other canadian and interna-
tional theatre companies.

at LktyP, because we are serious about child development 
through theatre art, children can experience our work as 
either audience members or theatre creators. 
We extend the learning opportunities of our professional
productions through our substantial education & Participa-
tion Department. the Department’s services for teach-
ers and students helps connect curriculum objectives and 
learning outcomes to the content of our professional 
productions; its community Participation projects link 
our theatre skill with the educational aspirations of part-
ners who are dedicated to the growth of young people; 
our interest-based Drama school offers young people the 
chance to engage deeply in the excitement of theatre art; 
and our community Volunteer programme offers everyone 
who wants it, the opportunity to participate in the mission 
of LktyP.  

LktyP is not only a professional theatre for young audi-
ences but a vital community-based centre of arts education.

Allen MacInnis
artistic director 

Lorraine Kimsa Theatre for Young People
165 Front street east

toronto, on  m5a 3Z4
416.862.2222  |  lktyp.ca

education & Participation Department
karen gilodo, educational services coordinator 

416.363.5131 x230 
kgilodo@lktyp.ca

season Partner eDucatIon Partners

LKTYP

goVernment & FounDatIon Partners

the ontario arts council and the ontario trillium Foundation are agencies of the Government of ontario.


